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ABSTRACT: Big data is an magical term that describes a collection of data sets which are large and complex,
growing data sets with multiple, autonomous sources , it contain structured and unstructured both type of data. Anyway
big data doesn't refer to any specific quantity, since data comes from everywhere, so useful data can be extracted from
this big data with the help of data mining. This paper presents a HACE theorem that characterizes the features of the
Big data revolution, and proposes a Big data processing model, from the data mining perspective. Data mining is a
technique for discovering the patterns as well as descriptive, understandable models from large scale data. Here I
analyze the challenging issues and the features of the Big data revolution.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays we are using the huge source of information via worldwide network. We live in a data driven world, the
direct result of advents in information and communication technologies. Moreover, the need of information from these
vast amounts of data is even more pressing for enterprises. Mining information from raw data is an extremely vital and
tedious process in today’s information driven world. Enterprises today rely on a set of automated tools for knowledge
discovery to gain business insight and intelligence. In fact every one needs to know how to make use of business logic
components. Main tools for getting information from these vast amounts are automated mining tools, specifically
speaking data mining, text mining, and web mining. The Big data analytical findings can lead to more effective
marketing, new revenue opportunities, better customer service, improved operational efficiency, competitive
advantages over rival organizations and other business benefits. Big data can be analysed with the B2B,B2C using the
software tools commonly used as part of advanced analytics disciplines such as predictive analytics, data mining, text
analytics and statistical analysis. So the biggest problem is that how to handle such unstructured data which comes in
business logic manners in real time.
II. BIG DATA CHARACTERISTICS: HACE THEOREM
Big Data starts with large-volume, heterogeneous, autonomous sources with distributed and decentralized control,
with complex and evolving relationships among data. These characteristics make it an extreme challenge for
discovering useful knowledge from the Big Data. The term Big Data literally concerns about data volumes, HACE
theorem suggests that the key characteristics of the Big Data are 1. Huge with heterogeneous and diverse data sources:One of the fundamental characteristics of the Big Data is the huge volume of data represented by heterogeneous and
diverse dimensionalities. This huge volume of data comes from various sites like Twitter, MySpace, Orkut and
LinkedIn etc. 2. Decentralized control: - Autonomous data sources with distributed and decentralized controls are a
main characteristic of Big Data applications. Being autonomous, each data source is able to generate and collect
information without involving (or relying on) any centralized control. This is similar to the World Wide Web (WWW)
setting where each web server provides a certain amount of information and each server is able to fully function
without necessarily relying on other servers 3. Complex data and knowledge associations: - Multi structure, multi
source data is complex data. Such combined characteristics suggest that Big Data require a “big mind” to consolidate
data for maximum values.
While the volume of the Big Data increases, so do the complexity and the relationships underneath the data. In an
early stage of data centralized information systems, the focus is on finding best feature values to represent each
observation. This is similar to using a number of data fields, such as age, gender, income, education background, and so
on, to characterize each individual. This type of sample feature representation inherently treats each individual as an
independent entity for business without considering their social connections, which is one of the most important factors
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of the human society. For example, major social network sites, such as Face book or Twitter, are mainly characterized
by social functions such as friend-connections and followers (in Twitter). The correlations between individuals
inherently complicate the whole data representation and any reasoning process on the data. In the sample-feature
representation, individuals are regarded similar if they share similar feature values, whereas in the sample-featurerelationship representation, two individuals can be linked together (through their social connections) even though they
might share nothing in common in the feature domains at all. In a dynamic world, the features used to represent the
individuals and the social ties used to represent our connections may also evolve with respect to temporal, spatial, and
other factors. Such a complication is becoming part of the reality for Big Data applications, where the key is to take the
complex (nonlinear, many-to-many) data relationships, along with the evolving changes, into consideration, to discover
useful patterns from Big Data collections.

Fig.1 A Big Data Processing frame work
Big Data system, which blends both hardware and software components, is hardly available without key industrial
stockholders’ support. But, for decades, companies have been making business decisions based on transactional data
stored in relational databases. Big Data mining offers opportunities to go beyond traditional relational databases to rely
on less structured data like weblogs, social media, e-mail, sensors, and photographs that can be mined for useful
information. Major business intelligence companies, such IBM, Oracle, Teradata, and so on, have all featured their own
products to help customers acquire and organize these diverse data sources and coordinate with customers’ existing
data to find new insights and capitalize on hidden relationships.
III. ENTERPRISE AND BUSINESS LOGIC MODEL
As Business requirements process defines the business needs of the application in terms of various factors those
are market oriented, product oriented, quality oriented and time saving tends. This tier acts as an interface between easy
chair access platform and an efficient algorithm for mining works as management tool for improvement in scalable
factors. By comparing various enterprise skill methods apply efficient one for work faster. To integrate with other
enterprise applications used within the organization and to deploy across a variety of networks while meeting strict
requirements for security and administration management. Enterprise application model is one of the biggest models in
software recent trends and development. Now we see it briefly for the implementation of three tier structure. Enterprise
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application model defines six approaches for scalable and measurable deployment of project that deal with various
entities such as user, technology, programmers etc.

Fig.2 Enterprise Model Approach
I. The Development Model: This model concerned with fast development process for team holders those are working
for project. As development process goes on different problem come in front of programmers and solutions for that
problems put in such a way that not affects the entire produced system. After solutions got testing milestones are
described easily according to the logical and graphical terms with respect to customers and deliverables.
II. The Business Model: The basic goal of organization should be achieved in such a way that extends to time and cost
respectively. The requirements of resources needed have been defined as the process of development follows up. Time
Constraints followed by all team members because project delivery should not extend. Security measures are defined to
provide high reliability and confidentiality to users.
III. The User Model: Now a day’s only User friendly systems have a demand in market since system should not be
complex and vulnerable to end user. User interface must be in ease-of use in manner. Application support parameter get
enhance so that the service oriented feature are in-build in nature. As network connects to system it application may
able to run in that and shares information and resources also.
IV. The Logical Model: As the process of development goes on according to period of time so the logical structure of
the application should be simple. The application objects and data modelling objects construct effectively and the logic
of source code increased.
V. The Technology Model: The development depends on one important factor is technology which may define
component development and reuse development tools deployment platforms. The back end database technologies
define an efficient technique for storing and managing data in terms of clusters, modules, spread sheets etc. As a project
defines in a network, then it should have messaging technologies and effective communication Medias.
VI. The Physical Model: A Physical application architecture distribution and interconnection of components shows the
infrastructural issues at low level.
IV. BIG DATA MANAGEMENT WITH MINING
BIG DATA REFERS TO ENORMITY IN FIVE DIMENSIONS:
Volume– from terabytes to peta bytes and up.
Variety– an expanding universe of data types and sources.
Velocity– accelerated data flow in all directions.
Variability– inconsistent data flows with periodic peaks.
Complexity– the need to correlate and share data across entities.
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Fig.3 Big Data Characteristic flow diagram








Volume: Many factors contribute to the increase in data volume. Transaction-based data stored through the
years. Unstructured data streaming in from social media. Increasing amounts of sensor and machine-tomachine data being collected. In the past, excessive data volume was a storage issue. But with decreasing
storage costs, other issues emerge, including how to determine relevance within large data volumes and how
to use analytics to create value from relevant data.
Velocity: Data is streaming in at unprecedented speed and must be dealt with in a timely manner. RFID tags,
sensors and smart metering are driving the need to deal with torrents of data in near-real time. Reacting
quickly enough to deal with data velocity is a challenge for most organizations.
Variety: Data today comes in all types of formats. Structured, numeric data in traditional databases.
Information created from line-of-business applications. Unstructured text documents, email, video, audio,
stock ticker data and financial transactions. Managing, merging and governing different varieties of data are
something many organizations still grapple with.
Variability: In addition to the increasing velocities and varieties of data, data flows can be highly
inconsistent with periodic peaks. Is something trending in social media? Daily, seasonal and event-triggered
peak data loads can be challenging to manage. Even more so with unstructured data involved.
Complexity: Today's data comes from multiple sources. And it is still an undertaking to link, match, cleanse
and transform data across systems. However, it is necessary to connect and correlate relationships, hierarchies
and multiple data linkages or your data can quickly spiral out of control.
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Fig.4 Data Pre-Processing flow diagram
Three key technologies that can help you to get a handle on big data on business logic.
• Information management for big data:
Manage data as a strategic, core asset, with ongoing process control for big data analytics.
• High-performance analytics for big data:
Gain rapid insights from big data and the ability to solve increasingly complex problems using more data.
• Flexible deployment options for big data:
Choose between options for on-premises or hosted, software-as-a-service (SaaS) approaches for big data and
big data analytics.
V. CONCLUSION
To explore Big Data, I have analysed several challenges at the data, model, and system levels. To support Big
Data mining, high-performance computing platforms are required, which impose systematic designs to unleash the full
power of the Big Data. The processing related to big data requires large configurations in terms of storage, processing
elements, wide communication media etc. So the processing entities are capable to handle such large and diverse
amount of data. As world is survive in a WWW enlargement of data comes from each and every host in a network. But
today new emerging technologies make it possible with help of business logic approach to realize the value and
importance of big data. By concentrating on the attributes of data we can design a fastest and efficient technique to
handle problems related to big data.
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